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WHO WE ARE
Colour Sound Experiment has spent the last 34
years at the forefront of creative immersive

lighting displays, supplying equipment and crew
to event productions.

Over the years we have heavily expanded and
invested in new technologies and new territories,

but are proud in that time to have also
maintained our independence.

It allows us to be agile and retain the original
ethos that has kept decades long relationships
with clients and our teams strong and connected.

With warehouses now across three continents, the
US is our new frontier, where we hope to better
serve the many global touring clients we are

already lucky to work with. 



JOB ROLE: JUNIOR CAD TECHNICIAN

 

We’re looking for a keen individual to produce technical
drawings and renders for our events. We’re looking for

someone who really understands our ethos, a good sense of
humour, a team player and an eye for detail. 

Ideally proficient in WYSIWYG, Vectorworks, AutoCAD &/or
Depence but training can be provided to the right candidate.



Role and Responsibilities:
Generate / design technical drawings based on client concepts
Organise and update CAD libraries including custom drawing blocks
Design and produce renders for client purposes 
Assisting with the creation, sharing and updating of drawings for our
regular venues/ sites/ projects.
Assisting with the creation of technical manufacturing drawings for
custom fabrications utilizing Auto CAD
Creative collaboration with video, lighting and rigging to produce
technical drawings
Engage with Project Management to achieve accurate and up to date kit
lists. 
Can update a text box.



We're looking for someone who matches
our values of industry passion, humour and

creativity.

Someone who understands our kit, our crew and our
clients, and how to show them in their best light.

Role Requirements:
Experience in event industry and an interest in
creative drawing
Experience in digital content creation
Familiarity with CAD and rendering software
Knowledge of Adobe and Microsoft Office is key
Ability to work independently and meet deadlines
Strong communication and collaboration skills
Experience in hands on rigging (assisting with
test building/ trialing) 

Desirable Skills:
Experience in medium to large scale CAD drawings
Operation of lighting console for the purpose of
render creation
Experience utilizing pre-visualization software



Salary range of £27-33k

Benefits package includes subsidised onsite canteen, cycle
to work scheme, electric car scheme, optional medical
insurance, mental health care and wellness initiatives



To discuss further email a CV and a portfolio of your work
or skill examples to gemma@coloursound.co.uk  


